A dual-targeted theranostic photosensitizer based on a TADF fluorescein derivative.
Specific diagnosis and therapy of cancer is still a challenge in biomedical research. Photodynamic therapy (PDT) has emerged as a novel therapeutic modality for cancer treatment. However, the traditional PDT photosensitizers often exhibit low specific selectivity. In this study, we have reported a dual-targeted theranostic photosensitizer FL-RGD by covalently conjugating tumor marker cyclic arginine-glycine-aspartic acid tripeptide (RGD) and a fluorescein derivative FL which has a property of thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF) and a long triplet lifetime for efficient PDT. The FL-RGD can target tumor tissues and further locate lysosomes of tumor cells to concurrently achieve the cancers' specific diagnosis and efficient treatment. The mechanism of its highly efficient PDT was attributed to the damage of lysosome via 1O2. Besides, FL-RGD has the potential to be utilized in depth imaging and treatment by two-photon excitation. The actual diagnosis performance of FL-RGD was proved by fluorescence imaging of living cells and tumor bearing mice. The therapy performance was proved by MTT assays, fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) analysis and PDT experiments on tumor bearing mice. The research obviously exhibited the potential of FL-RGD for tumor theranostics in vivo and in vitro.